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Community-based Question Answering (CQA) platforms can provide rich experience and suggestions for
people who seek to construct Activity Plans (AP), such as bodybuilding or sightseeing. However, answer
posts in CQA platforms could be too unstructured and overwhelming to be easily applied to AP construction,
as validated by our formative study for understanding relevant user challenges. We therefore proposed an
answer-post processing pipeline, based on which we built PlanHelper, a tool assisting users in processing
the CQA information and constructing AP interactively. We conducted a within-subject study (N=24) with
a Quora-like interface as the baseline. Results suggested that when creating AP with PlanHelper, users
were significantly more satisfied with the informational support and more engaged during the interaction.
Moreover, we performed an in-depth analysis on the user behaviors with PlanHelper and summarized the
design considerations for such supporting tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Constructing activity plans is a regular yet non-trivial routine in people’s daily lives. People
generally refer to rich online User-Generated Content (UGC) such as websites or blogs to learn
experiences from others [1, 2, 32, 56]. Among vast online resources, Community-Based Question
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Answering (CQA) platforms such as Quora1 and Yahoo! Answers2 have become a major channel for
people to collect helpful suggestions from others to address their personal needs [19, 48]. These
platforms have accumulated millions of posts that feature personal experience sharing, such as
making a sightseeing itinerary, bodybuilding, self-learning a musical instrument, etc. [27, 40]. In
this paper, we focused on the information-seeking type of questions, e.g., “What are some tips for
starting bodybuilding?”3, under which the answer posts are useful for building the activity plans.
Despite the rich answer posts that can help with activity planning, it is still challenging for

users to distill and aggregate the relevant information from the posts composed by people with
diverse experience and expertise [35]. Those posts are generally unstructured [82] and carry no
guarantee to fit the individual preferences of the users [62]. To ease the information extraction
challenge, common mainstream CQA platforms, e.g., Quora, employ methods including predicting
the best answer [16, 71] and ranking the entire list of possible answers based on the contextual
relevance to the question [34, 82]. These mechanisms focus primarily on selecting a subset of
responses to alleviate the reading burden, but their results may contain redundant information
while missing some other key points [34, 82]. Some Natural Language Processing (NLP) researchers
showed that document summarization techniques could alleviate this issue. They have postulated
that condensing answers to an information-seeking question into a comprehensive summary is a
practical approach for users to identify the information necessary for constructing their activity
plans [33, 72]. Nevertheless, these works generally aim to maximize informational coverage [70],
in the process of which users’ personal interests are largely overlooked [53].

Previous Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) studies have also proposed many tools to support
plan building with task-related information. For example, Allen et al. [3] proposed strategies based
on paper and pens to manage and organize multiple personal activities. William et al. [29] facilitated
the creation of a document-like, rich-text project plan by outlining task components with references
to other associated information resources. Christian et al. [62] developed an automated tool to
mine solutions to questions of high specificity from contextual knowledge. However, these studies
relied on either highly relevant information (e.g., daily schedule or email communication about the
intended task) [20, 29] or well-structured documents (e.g., API documentation) [62] to produce a
relatively fixed outcome. Therefore, such methods are not directly applicable to the activity plan
construction in the CQA context. Furthermore, little is known about what practical challenges
users would encounter during this process and how to design a tool to mitigate them.
To fill this gap, we conducted a Formative Study with 13 users who had prior experiences

of developing activity plans with CQA platforms to understand the challenges during such a
process. The findings revealed users’ demand to organize the information structurally, accommodate
personal needs, and maintain engagement during plan development. Based on the derived Design
Requirements, we designed PlanHelper4, an interactive system empowered by a computational
pipeline of NLP techniques [19, 23, 28, 48]. Following previous works [19, 48, 66], we denoted the
following taxonomy: an aspect is an abstract concept user may consider for their plans; a sub-aspect
is a more concrete topic keyword that belongs to an aspect; a proposition is a sentence in an answer
post containing key opinions or summarizing a portion of adjacent text, which shall belong to
a sub-aspect. PlanHelper’s pipeline then 1) decomposes the posts and identify the propositions,
2) clusters them and extract sub-aspect keywords, and finally 3) groups those sub-aspects into
higher-level aspects. The pipeline supports PlanHelper’s functionalities to allow users to flexibly

1https://www.quora.com
2https://answers.yahoo.com/
3https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-tips-for-starting-bodybuilding
4Open-sourced at https://github.com/fhfuih/PlanHelper-CSCW2022
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browse the processed answer posts, exploring (sub-)aspects of interests and recording propositions
accordingly to draft activity plans.

We evaluated PlanHelper regarding users’ perception of the tool, behaviors during activity plan
construction, the usability and usefulness of the tool through a within-subject experiment, with
a Quora-like interface as the baseline. We recruited 24 frequent CQA users for the study, each
joining two separate and counterbalanced plan construction sessions of different activities where
they had little prior experience. The results suggested that the participants were significantly
more satisfied and more engaged when constructing activity plans with PlanHelper than with the
Quora-like baseline. In addition, they also perceived PlanHelper to be significantly more useful
without reduced usability compared to the conventional system. We further identified the behavior
patterns that emerged in the plan construction process with PlanHelper and obtained corresponding
explanations to derive critical design implications for future improvement.

The key contributions of this work are threefold:
• PlanHelper, a proof-of-concept interactive system supporting users to build activity plans;
• An NLP pipeline to process CQA answer posts and an associated hierarchical structure to
organize the information digest;

• In-depth evaluation of PlanHelper and derived design considerations.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Activity Plans and CQA Platforms
Planning is a broad topic receiving substantial attention in the HCI community. Still, often it
is grouped with another term to describe a specific type of planning behavior under a given
circumstance [42], e.g., actionable plans [2], project plans [29]. In this work, we used the term
activity plan to refer to a detailed proposal for achieving the goal of an activity that usually spanned
multiple aspects, came with different alternatives, and had no fixed guidelines to follow. Thus,
deciding a plausible course of actions (or even non-actions) for the intended activity (i.e., activity plan
construction in the scope of this paper) generally required the collection of sufficient information
concerning the activity, generation of alternatives and assessment criteria, and evaluation of choices.
HCI scholars also proposed other definitions of planning. Agapie et al. defined actionable plans
for conceptually less complex routines with clear schedules to follow [2], while our activity plans
did not emphasize time scheduling and a fine-grained step-by-step decomposition of the actions.
Some work concerned scenarios other than daily activities, Kaur et al. [32] and Rahman et al. [56]
regarded an action plan as a step-by-step listing of specific work, e.g., writing articles. Jones et al.
defined a project plan as a representation of decomposed information related to a project [29].
CQA platforms are an increasingly popular category of QA-oriented forums [41]. Empirical

studies have suggested the richness of helpful information and professional knowledge embedded
in the contents on CQA platforms [5, 40, 50, 70, 76] and the diversity of perspectives and opinions
[19, 41, 48, 66]. These traits make CQA platforms an excellent source for users to gather enough
information to plan their activities. Nevertheless, users still perceive various challenges reading
CQA posts; for example, user-generated posts are mostly unstructured [82], the authors’ expertise
varies [35], and some information may not fit the particular need [62]. Hence, additional supporting
tools are needed to help mitigate these challenges and improve users’ efficiency condensing the
information on CQA platforms to their activity plans.

2.2 Activity Planning and Supporting Systems
Existing HCI works have tried to tackle customized activity planning from various approaches.
Agapie et al. avoided the high cost of inviting domain experts to tailor plans using crowdsourcing
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instead [1, 2]. Lund et al. proposed a less structured and more flexible system to help users plan
and manage their time [42]. MixTAPE was another system that directly generates plans from the
relevant information collected, which could be later adjusted manually [56]. However, we argue
that it is a different process to draft activity plans from CQA contents, as users are attaining domain
knowledge from others’ experiences and stories and drawing their plans simultaneously. Compared
with directly tailoring plans from expertise or a knowledge base, we have shifted the design focus to
assisting users in digesting and filtering the valuable information from those unstructured sources
generated by other common people.

2.3 Augmentation Techniques for CQA Platforms
Analyzing and extracting the information is a non-trivial process for CQA users, as the UGC in the
CQA platforms varies largely in quality [4, 5, 21]. To address the hardship of locating high-quality
information from CQA posts, many text-analysis works have been applied, ranging from predicting
the best answer [16, 71], ranking the answers by relevance [34, 82], to summarizing threads into
concise takeaways [33, 66, 72]. However, considering the uniqueness of each user’s situation and
needs, there can hardly be a one-fits-all “best” answer when users compile their activity plans [53].
The summarization process can also miss some points that may be valuable for some users [34, 82].
Thus, we argue that a more plausible approach should maximize the information coverage and
hand over the information selection process to users themselves.

Apart from algorithmic text analysis works, researchers have explored various visual interfaces
to analyze a thread from multiple angles, including the topic and central idea summarization and
visualization of a single post [15], the entire thread [78], and each author [25, 51]. However, mere
summarization is not enough for users to plan their activities from CQA contents due to the different
individual interests and contexts. From another perspective, Hoque et al. provided visual hints
of each post’s relevance and usefulness and the richness of information in an entire thread [26].
But like many CQA text analytic works, it only helped filter answer posts, not supporting users’
digestion of each post’s content. To assist users in digesting the CQA posts and converting them to
their activity plans, we referred to the works in both directions and enabled users to understand
each post effectively and select the most relevant information from the thread.

2.4 UGC Information Management
Information management tools are useful for individuals to harness their knowledge by improving
summarization efficiency [7, 8]. Due to the unstructured nature of UGC and the difference among
individuals, users often need careful management and assembling of valuable information pieces
before constructing their customized activity plans [20]. Note-taking is a popular and practical
choice among the commonly mentioned means to manage information [6]. Jones et al. proposed a
system supporting information management, especially for personal planning [29], proving the
effectiveness of hierarchical structures in a personal planning note. Rahman et al.’s MixTAPE [56]
also offered an intelligent note-taking system to cater to various stakeholders in team project
planning. Some designs have gone beyond linear notes and helped users note down concept maps
within a specific context [44, 69, 75]. But since our UGC source (i.e., CQA posts) differed from theirs
in domain knowledge and structures, and users expected different goals of managing information
(i.e., making their activity plans instead of team project plans), the information management tool
should be also carefully redesigned to fit in the specific contexts [53].
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Table 1. Identified challenges in using CQA answer posts as informational support

Categories Challenges # mentions

Extract and Organize
Answer Posts

C1. Maintain a structured and clear mindset 13/13
C2. Digest disorganized and diverse user posts 10/13
C3. Keep a clear and systematic note 8/13

Accommodate
Personal Need

C4. Select suitable candidates for plan details 10/13
C5. Evaluate alternatives of plan details efficiently 9/13
C6. Establish the most suitable activity plan 12/13

Maintain
Engagement Level

C7. Ease the cog. load of digesting scattered info. 10/13
C8. Resolve information redundancy w/o losing focus 7/13

3 FORMATIVE STUDY
3.1 Participants and Procedure
With the approval of our institution’s IRB, we recruited 13 participants (7 male, 5 female, 1 prefer
not to say; age range 19-30). All are frequent users of CQA platforms (5 using every day, 5 using
4-6 days a week, 3 using at least once a week) and have been using them to make customized
activities plans. We conducted a semi-structured interview with each participant to learn about
their experience of digesting posts on CQA platforms to assist activity planning. More specifically,
we asked how frequently they referred to CQA platforms to aid the construction of their activities
plans, what challenges they faced when processing relevant information from user posts, what were
their current practices to compile the information to fit their individual interests, and what kind of
technical support would be ideal for facilitating such practices. We also invited the participants
to share anecdotal examples to help articulate their thoughts in contexts. Each interviewee spent
around 30 minutes in our study and received $6 as compensation.
Parallel to the interview, two authors used the thematic analysis [10] to inductively code and

theme critical challenges from the interview materials. Following the rule of saturation [63],
we monitored the codebook during the process and identified data saturation after the first ten
interviews. We continued the last three interviews to ensure that no new themes emerged and the
formative study was comprehensive.

3.2 Findings
Most participants agreed that CQA platforms support them to make plans based on experiences
and/or suggestions from other people; such information is otherwise scattered in results directly
returned by the searching engines and is thus hard to distill (10/13). The participants have used
CQA platforms to make arrangements for a wide range of activities, including but not limited to
traveling to a foreign country, skincare, fitness training, college application, and exam preparation.
For example, one participant using CQA platforms to make a skincare plan said that she needed first
to analyze what factor the author of the post focused on, i.e., moisturizing or eye treatment, to see
if it addressed her need. Then after this filtering, she needed to compare different suggestions from
the answer posts to compile a suitable skincare plan. Based on the interview results, the inductive
thematic analysis [10] concluded eight critical challenges in three categories during the activity
plan construction process: organizing relevant information extracted from answers structurally,
comparing possible options to accommodate personal needs, and maintaining the engagement
level. Table 1 gives a holistic view of the challenges.
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3.2.1 Extract and Organize Answer Posts. According to all participants, effectively digesting the
user posts to extract the most relevant content is the first step of leveraging CQA platforms for
compiling an activity proposal. However, it is often challenging to keep the minds clear due to
an overwhelming number of aspects and alternative suggestions to consider (C1). For example,
in a thread asking for bodybuilding tips, some answers mention specific workout methodologies
while others talk about diets and other lifestyle recommendations. Among those discussing diet,
some posts suggest taking supplements while others are against it. Also, most content on CQA
platforms is user-generated and not well-organized [5, 72]. Thus, it is also hard to extract key
information from a single post (C2). Many participants (8/13) take notes to organize the relevant
information identified and keep a clear mindset in monitoring the plan development. Still, they
found it challenging to structure their notes systematically at the beginning, before they read
enough information and developed a systematic view of the topic themselves. Eventually, the notes
would become messy and unclear when more contents are added (C3). Especially, two participants,
anticipating the notes to become disorganized, were reluctant to start taking notes. The participants
with note-taking behaviors also concerned about the extra workload and the context-switching
issue of note-taking. Therefore, they desired a tool that could assist in organizing the notes and
optimizing the note-taking workflow. Regarding how to make a clear note, another two participants
explicitly mentioned that drawing mind-maps in the note is very helpful. One of them added that
“taking notes in different parts of the answers and then compiling them to mind-maps is a very efficient
way to digest information.”

3.2.2 Accommodate Personal Need. Rather than abstract ideas and concepts, a detailed plan usually
consists of concrete and executable instructions customized to individual contexts, interests, and
needs. As noted by many participants, pointers to such instructions are often scattered across
several posts on CQA platforms (10/13). They find it common that their personal interests could not
be fully covered by one post, and thus they need to combine information from multiple answers to
cover the aspects they care. The participants would constantly context-switch, jumping back and
forth among posts with different writing styles or structures looking for all necessary information
addressing their personal needs. Therefore, significant difficulty is introduced when summarizing
and selecting suitable candidates of their plan details (C4). After gathering as many details as
possible, evaluating and comparing their feasibility is another non-trivial yet frustrating process for
the majority of the participants (C5). As every individual has particular needs and contexts, some
details may not suit them well. And nearly all of them expressed the desire to have the activity
plan suit themselves as much as possible (e.g., expected expense, individual capability, etc.) (C6).

3.2.3 Maintain Engagement Level. Most participants identified the loss of focus during the plan
construction as a significant issue. Most of them (10/13) had experienced getting disoriented and
mentally exhausted after trying to read and sort through numerous CQA posts. One participant
explicitly mentioned that “designing the activity plan is already a time-consuming process, and the
distraction caused by irrelevant information in the posts would make it worse.” As most participants
pointed out, the cognitive loadwas generally introduced by trying to digest the scattered information
(C7), which is the primary threat to their engagement. In addition, some participants explicitly
expressed that redundant information in the user posts was also a significant distraction during
the plan construction as reading similar content was boring (C8).
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4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PLANHELPER
4.1 Design Requirements
To support the activity plan construction with the user posts on the CQA platforms, we presented
our system: PlanHelper. Based on the surveyed Related Work and our Formative Study, the current
setup of the mainstream CQA systems does not provide enough informational support for users to
construct their activity plans [19, 48]. Therefore, to provide such support, we derived the following
design requirements to facilitate the plan construction process:

DR1 Present answer post in an organized way.Mining valuable information from UGC, e.g.,
information on CQA platforms is usually very challenging due to the unstructured and
unorganized nature of the data source [49]. Yet, presenting the data source in a more well-
organized way can mitigate the challenge of digesting such information [62]. In Formative
Study, many users called for more structured representation to deal with the unstructured
posts and diverse suggestions from different users (C2) to maintain a clear mindset regarding
the domain knowledge (C1) and offload the cognitive burden of reading them (C7). In addition,
the organization of answers should also help resolve redundant information, another irritating
challenge users face (C8).

DR2 Record useful information structurally. Previous work suggests that people would be
unfocused when exposed to the knowledge they are unfamiliar with [44]. Taking high-quality
notes could be a way to address this, as the notes, particularly those with a clear logic flow, can
help people remember and digest newly learned information better [9, 30]. In the Formative
Study, participants also pointed out their preference of note-taking to manage the knowledge
acquired to improve the plan quality (C3, C4). Keeping track of the information furthermore
helps them maintain a clear mindset and digest subsequent posts with ease (C1, C7).

DR3 Support customized editing of notes. People’s behaviors in note-taking are very diverse
based on their needs and habit [9]. The notes to oneself serve as the crucial support in
making activity plans addressing personal needs [74]. Thus, enough freedom is necessary in
note-editing to support users in organizing and comparing details in their preferred manners
(C4, C5). Ultimately, users can customize their activity plan with ease by cherry-picking the
information that suits them the best (C6).

DR4 Provide holistic and summative visualization of the content. In the Formative Study,
participants have complained about the complexity of a CQA thread as an aggregation of
people’s different views on a topic. Such complexity leaves participants unconfident whether
they have fully understood the information in the threads. Since an efficient representation of
complex subjects can facilitate people’s understanding process [17], a summative representa-
tion of the thread content should ease the cognitive load processing the scattered information
in CQA posts (C6).

4.2 User Interface
Following the Design Requirements, we designed an interactive user interface (Figure 1 and 2) to
augment the current CQA content reading and activity planning experience. An algorithm pipeline
(Figure 3) is also developed to support the UI functionalities, which are elaborated in section 4.3.
The user interface consists of three parts as described below, completing an integrated workflow
from information digest to organization and then customizing activity plans.

4.2.1 The Answer Pane. The answer pane is the main area to show the question and answers. It
was built on top of Quora’s basic features and interface (e.g., users can expand and view each
answer and the metadata) and enhanced with highlighted propositions, the aspect each post covers,
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Fig. 1. The interface of PlanHelper. The explanation of each component ( 1○- 6○) is in section 4.2.

(a) An expanded main answer (b) An expanded similar answer

Fig. 2. More interface details of the answer pane of PlanHelper

Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 6, No. CSCW2, Article 454. Publication date: November 2022.
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and the short answer posts similar to each better-developed post (i.e., main answers, see section
4.3.3 for detailed definition of similar answers as well) (DR1). Only the main answers are displayed
directly in the answer pane and ranked by the new aspect each answer introduces. Each main
answer cluster of similar answers is displayed in a collapsed list below and ranked by similarity,
which can be expanded and viewed manually (Figure 1, 1○). All other features mentioned below
apply to both main answers and similar answers.

After expanding an answer, all its propositions extracted by the pipeline are highlighted (Figure
1, 2○). The set of aspects covered by all the propositions in an answer is also displayed below the
answer’s body (Figure 1, 3○). By clicking on an aspect, users can assign a customized color to this
aspect, used as the background color of this aspect and the highlight color of all its propositions in
all answers (DR1).

4.2.2 The Note Pane. This pane is where users collect and organize propositions from the answers
according to their own needs (DR2, DR3). After expanding an answer to see the proposition in
highlight, users can click on a proposition to add it to the note pane (Figure 1, 4○). The note pane
adopts a two-level list structure, automatically grouping propositions by their pre-computed aspects
(DR2). Users can drag and drop to reorder the aspects as a whole, reorder propositions within an
aspect, or move propositions to another aspect. Users can also collapse an aspect’s proposition
list, edit an aspect word or a proposition, color an aspect in the note pane, and undo/redo any
previous actions (DR3). To quickly refer to the original text, users can hold the ctrl key (or the
command key on macOS) and click on a proposition in the note pane to jump to the original
text in the answer pane or vice versa. Finally, users can download the note pane data as a textual
file for further reference and upload the data to restore the previous work.

4.2.3 The Aspect Pane. It contains an overview of all aspects covered in this thread (i.e., by all
posts) and the sub-aspects associated with each aspect. It also indicates to users whether an aspect
or a sub-aspect is covered in their notes to hint at their reading progress (DR4). On the top, it lists
all aspects covered by the entire answer thread (Figure 1, 5○). If a proposition is present in the note
pane, its corresponding aspect in the aspect pane will have a green indicator. Clicking on an aspect
would display a concept overview of all sub-aspects clustered to this aspect in a mind-map (Figure
1, 6○). Similarly, a sub-aspect node is in green if at least one proposition belonging to it is currently
present in the note pane. A modal window would pop up listing all propositions associated with
this sub-aspect in the thread to give a clear overview (DR4) by further clicking on a sub-aspect
node. Users can click to add them to the note pane quickly.

4.3 Pipeline Process CQA Answer Posts
4.3.1 Thread Selection and Proposition Labeling. To support PlanHelper design, we selected two
Question-Answers (QA) threads from Quora to construct our database. The preparation of the
database can be split into two steps:

Thread Selection. Our Formative Study discovered that traveling and bodybuilding are two
everyday activities that users usually consult CQA platforms for guides and plans. Moreover, the
content in these two topics involves a large amount of personal experiences and opinions. We picked
two popular threads under these two topics, which contain more than 10k views, 60 followers, and
30 answers, as our contexts for Evaluation of PlanHelper. The selected QA treads are “What do I
need to know for my first stay in Paris? . . . ” 5 and “What are some tips for starting bodybuilding?”6.
5https://www.quora.com/What-do-I-need-to-know-for-my-first-stay-in-Paris-I-will-be-there-from-June-to-August-
For-example-laws-language-tips-places-customs-travel-hacks-food-night-life-dress-people-etc
6https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-tips-for-starting-bodybuilding
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Table 2. The average ROUGE scores (in percentage) of each thread.

QA Thread ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Bodybuilding7 73.26% 68.52% 71.40%
Sightseeing8 75.05% 70.92% 72.86%

The contents we crawled from these two QA threads include the questions, the answers, and
the titles of “related questions” recommended by Quora. The metadata attached to each answer of
the threads was also crawled, including the author’s name and description, the posting date, and
the number of views and upvotes. In this process, a total of 93 pieces of answers were crawled. To
make the information load balanced such that the comparison was fair, we kept only 30 top-voted
answers for each question. With the selected 30 answers for sightseeing and bodybuilding, the
proposition extraction algorithm (see section 4.3.2 below) identified 150 and 141 propositions (word
count: 6825 and 7239) respectively, indicating a roughly balanced information load of each thread.

Proposition Labeling. Two researchers first independently labeled the propositions in the
selected QA threads to provide the ground truth to train the corresponding NLP model of the
information processing pipeline. To evaluate the agreement level between two researchers, we
adopted the ROUGE criteria [38], a common NLP practice to measure the text difference. Specifically,
we concatenated the labeled propositions separately for each answer to form a paragraph and
calculated the ROUGE scores between the paragraphs from two researchers. We summarized the
average ROUGE of the answers in two threads in Table 2. The results showed that in two threads,
the ROUGE scores reached around .7 in all common metrics and all > .7 in ROUGE-L, indicating a
good level of agreement. Finally, a third researcher discussed with the two researchers who labeled
the propositions to resolve the conflict, consequently finalizing the ground truth propositions. In
the end, 86 pieces of answers were labeled and discussed, and 469 propositions were identified.

4.3.2 Proposition Extraction & Aspect Generation. To ensure the generalizability of the pipeline, we
developed an NLP model based on ground truth propositions to automatically extract propositions
from CQA answers. The propositions would be subsequently clustered into various sub-aspects
and aspects. The whole NLP pipeline is illustrated in Figure 3 and elaborated below.

Preprocessing. To preprocess the answer posts for model training, we firstly adopted SymSpell9,
a state-of-the-art typo correction package to fix typos, e.g., mistyping “L” for “I”. We then split long
paragraphs (more than 300 words) into smaller ones to standardize the text input, reducing the
computational cost and improving the performance.

Proposition Extraction. We approximated proposition extraction as a language generation
task and adopted the pre-trained “sshleifer/distilbart-cnn-12-6” model [79], which is based on the
state-of-art model BART [37]. It took a preprocessed paragraph as input, and it output a set of
proposition sentences concatenated by a special separator token. We fine-tuned the model on our
dataset with high regularization and length penalty to ensure that the output sentences used a
similar vocabulary to the original text. As shown in Table 3, the model output achieved a high
ROUGE-L [38] similarity score of 83.51% on the test set compared to the ground truth. Specifically,
since the output was not identical to the original text’s sentences, we fuzzy-matched each output
sentence to the best correspondent sentence in the paragraph as the predicted proposition.

9https://github.com/wolfgarbe/SymSpell
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Fig. 3. Proposition extraction and re-structure pipeline of PlanHelper.

Table 3. Performance of Extraction Algorithm (ROUGE scores in percentage).

ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-L-sum
84.17% 82.31% 83.51% 83.83%

Proposition Clustering and Sub-Aspect Generation. After extracting propositions from an-
swers, the propositions were further clustered by the topics they covered. We firstly used a pre-
trained model of sentence BERT, namely “paraphrase-mpnet-base-v2” [58] to encode propositions
to vectors in high dimensions. Then we used the Affinity Propagation algorithm [18] to cluster the
semantic embeddings in the vector space and output around 30 clusters. Finally, we concatenated
all propositions into a paragraph for each cluster and fed it into the pre-trained keyBERT model
[23] to generate the keywords, which is used as the sub-aspect for this proposition cluster.

Sub-Aspect Clustering and Aspect Generation. Although sub-aspects served as concrete topic
keywords to represent the propositions, users would be overwhelmed to digest and conceptualize all
of them simultaneously. We therefore clustered them into more generalized conceptual keywords,
a.k.a. aspects. Recent studies on knowledge base discovery, especially ConceptNet [39], provide
external knowledge support to further group topics. We used ConceptNet-numberbatch10 [67], to
embed the sub-aspect words and cluster them. In each aspect cluster, all the propositions were
concatenated into a paragraph and then fed into the pre-trained keyBERTmodel [23] to generate the
most suitable aspect keyword. Since ConceptNet includes commonsense knowledge, the clusters in
the ConceptNet space were larger than the sentence BERT space during the sub-aspect generation.
Consequently, the aspect keywords in this step were also more abstract. However, if the distance
between a sub-aspect word and its aspect word is too long in the ConceptNet embedding space
to be considered as one cluster, this sub-aspect word is therefore excluded from its aspect and
categorized into a special “others” aspect to collect the outliers.

4.3.3 Answers Clustering and Ranking. Based on their aspect and sub-aspect coverage, we clustered
answers in the thread to reduce the cognitive load in reading redundant information, which is
10https://github.com/commonsense/conceptnet-numberbatch
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common in CQA platforms [34, 82]. We further defined main answer and similar answer. The main
answers were more comprehensive, covering more aspects, and displayed directly in the answer
pane. Each main answer had a set of similar answers covering fewer and mostly overlapping aspects,
which was visually collapsed in the answer pane.

Since digesting a question thread on CQA platforms is cognitively exhausting (see Formative
Study), the main answers were selected to ensure that users can effectively acquire information in
most aspects by reading a minimal number of answers. We used the greedy approach to determine
the least number of answers covering all aspects in the given thread and denoted them as the main
answers. In the two threads of our study, bodybuilding and sightseeing, each thread has six main
answers. The main answers were ranked by the number of aspects they contained in descending
order; if this number were identical, the answer with a higher word count would rank higher.
We considered the remaining answers as similar answers, and we calculated their similarity to

each main answer based on the number of overlapping aspects. Each similar answer would be
assigned to the most similar main answer. After the assignment, each main answer would only
keep the top 10 similar answers, since Google, the dominant Internet search engine [73], also
recommended 10 results displayed per page11 to accommodate user reading habits. The similar
answers that were not in the top 10 of the corresponding main answer were reassigned to the most
similar main answers that did not reach this limit. Under each main answer, its similar answers
were ranked firstly based on the similarity and then the word count.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Hypotheses and Measurements
Previous research suggests that sufficient information support is crucial when people elaborate on
the details to decide their activity plans [81]. As found in our Formative Study and other literature,
enough informational support during the activity plan building process could make people more
confident and thus perform better in various tasks [36, 59]. Moreover, especially in the CQA
systems, users desire to get valuable content to support their construction of activity plans with
less cognitive load [52]. Other studies indicate that an engaging experience would boost people’s
performance [57, 83]. Furthermore, considering that a competitive tool should be both functional
and usable [24, 31], yet there exists a trade-off between functionality and usability [22, 31], we
made the following hypotheses:
H1 Compared to the baseline, PlanHelper significantly improved users’ satisfaction with the

activity plan construction process (H1). This included the user satisfaction level on the
informational support (H1a), the confidence of the coverage of the information (H1b), the
confidence in concluding the best activity plan with the provided information (H1c), and the
cognitive cost in constructing the activity plan (H1d).

H2 Compared to the baseline, users of PlanHelper were more engaged in designing their activity
plans (H2). To be specific, PlanHelper improved users’ concentration (H2a), sense of ecstasy
(H2b), clarity (H2c), doability (H2d), sense of serenity (H2e), timelessness feeling (H2f ), and
intrinsic motivation (H2g) during the activity plan construction process.

H3 Compared to the baseline, PlanHelper’s additional features reduced the usability (H3).
H4 Compared to the baseline, PlanHelper was significantly more useful (H4).
We surveyed related literature to design the questionnaire to test the aforementioned hypotheses.

To test H1, we derived questions from various previous studies: general satisfaction level during
the task (H1a) [31], self-reported confidence to conduct a task (H1b & H1c) [13], and subjective

11https://www.google.com/preferences
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Fig. 4. TheQuora-like baseline system

cognitive load of the task (H1d) [12]. The dimensions of H2 are defined based on Brien’s theoretical
model [46] regarding the flow theory for a positive experience [14]. H3 is tested with the standard
System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [11], and H4 is tested with reference to [31].

5.2 TheQuora-like CQA Baseline System
To test the hypotheses above, we conducted a within-subject study to compare PlanHelper to a
baseline system with 24 users frequently using CQA platforms to build customized activity plans.
Moreover, to minimize the potential influences of other factors, such as UI design style [31] and
extra information in the comment section to the answers, the baseline system is implemented to
emulate Quora in features but resemble PlanHelper in UI components and styles.

The Quora-like baseline system (shown in Figure 4) excluded the “similar answer” clustering and
proposition highlights in the answer pane, listing all answers in Quora’s original order (i.e., ranked
by upvotes12). The note pane, the aspect pane, and all related functionalities of PlanHelper were
removed. The original positions of the panes were replaced by Quora’s own “related questions” list.
As a result, the baseline system had similar functionality to Quora. Users could browse answers and
the associated metadata (e.g., dates, upvotes, author profiles) and see the titles of related questions
on the right. To control the amount of information attained, users cannot click and jump to the

12https://qr.ae/pGbtvE
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Table 4. Demographics of all the participants. This table includes participants’ ID, gender, age, their Use
Patterns, and time they spent on the activity design tasks (Similar : Difference < 25%, see section 6.3.2).

ID Gender Age Use Pattern Time (in minutes)
Quora PlanHelper Difference

P1 Male 19 Balanced 36 39 Similar
P2 Female 21 Aspect 26 45 Increase
P3 Female 20 Note 28 60 Increase
P4 Female 21 Note 23 34 Increase
P5 Male 26 Balanced 14 10 Decrease
P6 Female 26 Balanced 14 10 Decrease
P7 Male 24 Aspect 13 21 Increase
P8 Female 23 Note 15 16 Similar
P9 Male 26 Aspect 8 14 Increase
P10 Female 21 Aspect 8 20 Increase
P11 Male 20 Aspect 19 22 Similar
P12 Female 21 Balanced 7 12 Increase
P13 Male 22 Note 22 13 Decrease
P14 Male 22 Aspect 22 24 Similar
P15 Male 20 Note 24 53 Increase
P16 Male 23 Balanced 9 34 Increase
P17 Male 22 Balanced 16 8 Decrease
P18 Female 22 Balanced 15 20 Increase
P19 Female 21 Note 21 18 Similar
P20 Female 21 Note 15 10 Decrease
P21 Female 21 Balanced 5 9 Increase
P22 Male 20 Balanced 12 11 Similar
P23 Female 21 Balanced 13 14 Similar
P24 Female 21 Balanced 12 10 Similar

related questions in the baseline system. Also, comments to the answers were excluded to ensure
consistency with PlanHelper.

5.3 Participants and Procedure
With the approval of our institution’s IRB, we recruited 24 frequent CQA users (13 female, 11 male;
age range 19-26,M = 21.8, SD = 1.9; CQA usage frequency: 9 daily, 11 4-6 days a week, 4 at least once
a week; details summarized in Table 4) through online advertising, social media, and word-of-mouth
at a local university. The inclusion criteria were that participants are not experienced in the given
context but interested in exploring it and making an activity plan about it. The user study lasted
60-90 minutes, and each participant received $15 for completing the tasks and interviews.
During the experiment, each participant was asked to complete two activity plan design tasks

with a roughly balanced informational load, as mentioned in section 4.3.1. In each task, they were
prompted with the context information that they answered in the screening questionnaire. To be
specific, the prompts are:

• You are going to go sightseeing in Paris. How would you plan with the provided posts?
• You are going to make a bodybuilding plan. How would you plan with the provided posts?
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After briefing the context, the task, and PlanHelper’s features (if using PlanHelper), participants
were asked to start the interaction with the system and present an activity plan whenever they
felt ready. They were not allowed to use any information outside the system, except searching
for the meaning of a specific term. However, they can use any word processor to take notes to
support the activity plan construction process. Once they finished the plans, they were asked to
present the design to the interviewer. Participants would consequently fill a feedback questionnaire
after presenting the activity plan coherently for each task. The two tasks were completed using
PlanHelper and the baseline system separately. We formed four combinations to counterbalance
the experiment using Latin Square: 1) Sightseeing (baseline) - Bodybuilding (PlanHelper), 2)
Bodybuilding (baseline) - Sightseeing (PlanHelper), 3) Bodybuilding (PlanHelper) - Sightseeing
(baseline), and 4) Sightseeing (PlanHelper) - Bodybuilding (baseline).

At the end of the study, an interview was conducted to collect their comments to complete the
quantitative results. Specifically, we asked about their overall impression of PlanHelper, comments
on the specific features and the explanations of their behaviors when interacting with the systems.

6 RESULTS
After collecting the participants’ ratings on the satisfaction level, engagement level, usability, and
usefulness of the interaction with PlanHelper and the baseline system respectively during the
activity plan construction process, we interviewed the participants about how their plans were
constructed with the given tools. All tests were measured in a 7-point Likert scale, with 1 for the
most negative impression (e.g., not useful at all) and 7 for the most positive (e.g., very useful).
We performed Wilcoxon signed-rank test [80] to assess the difference in the participants’ ratings
regarding various factors of the two systems. The test affirmed that the quantitative results did
not suffer from the context difference and the ordering. Table 5 summarizes the statistical results
of the hypotheses proposed in section 5.1. We also conducted a post-hoc power analysis on the
experiment results. Assuming normal distributions, 𝛼 = 0.05, and one-tail tests, all hypotheses with
significant results achieved a power level of > 0.9. Hence, the sample size was adequate.

6.1 Perception of the PlanHelper System
6.1.1 User Satisfaction. Compared to the baseline, participants were significantly more satisfied
with the informational support from PlanHelper (𝑊 = 13.00, 𝑝 = 8.40 × 10−5); H1a is accepted.
Participants were also significantlymore confident that they had covered asmuch useful information
as possible in designing their activity plans (𝑊 = 13.50, 𝑝 = 2.70× 10−5); H1b is accepted. Moreover,
they were also significantly more confident that they had constructed better activity plans with
PlanHelper than the Quora-like baseline system (𝑊 = 9.00, 𝑝 = 3.71×10−4); H1c is accepted. Finally,
regarding the cognitive cost, participants reported they were significantly less tired when using
PlanHelper (𝑊 = 13.50, 𝑝 = 5.25× 10−6) and perceived significantly lower cognitive load during the
design of activity plans (𝑊 = 4.00, 𝑝 = 3.07 × 10−5); H1d is accepted. So far, H1 is fully accepted.
Overall, nearly all participants (19/24) explicitly expressed that with PlanHelper, the activity

plan construction process was more efficient, and they were able to produce more detailed and
concrete activity plans. Three participants said that PlanHelper gave them a starting point and
the big picture of the activity plan to be constructed (P2, P4, P12). Another two participants noted
that PlanHelper helped filter the useless and redundant information (P1, P2). Further analyses of
individual features of PlanHelper are addressed in section 6.2.3.

6.1.2 User Engagement. As shown in Table 5, participants’ engagement level was significantly
improved in all dimensions; thus, H2 is fully accepted. Five participants (P4, P5, P7, P11, P24)
highlighted that the PlanHelper helped them concentrate of the activity plan construction task
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Table 5. The statistical user feedback with Baseline and PlanHelper, where the p-values (-: p > .100, +: .050 <
p < .100, *:p < .050, **:p < .010, ***:p < .001) is reported.

Category Factor Baseline PlanHelper Statistics HypothesesMean/S.D. Mean/S.D. W p Sig.

Satisfaction

Information Support 4.42/1.19 5.88/0.73 13.00 8.40E-05 *** H1a acc.
Information Coverage 3.79/1.41 5.17/1.03 13.50 2.70E-04 *** H1b acc.
Confidence 3.58/1.32 4.92/1.04 9.00 3.71E-04 *** H1c acc.
Tiredness 3.04/1.27 5.38/1.11 13.50 5.25E-06 *** H1d-1 acc.
Cognitive Load 3.33/0.99 5.46/1.00 4.00 3.07E-05 *** H1d-2 acc.

Engagement

Concentration 4.29/1.17 6.08/0.49 0.00 3.75E-05 *** H2a acc.
Sense of Ecstasy 2.71/1.17 5.92/0.86 0.00 1.10E-05 *** H2b acc.
Clarity 4.17/1.31 5.71/0.68 0.00 1.72E-04 *** H2c acc.
Doability 4.13/1.39 5.63/1.11 14.00 8.97E-05 *** H2d acc.
Sense of Serenity 3.21/1.22 5.33/1.21 9.50 1.01E-04 *** H2e acc.
Timelessness Feeling 3.92/1.35 5.50/1.00 4.00 1.70E-04 *** H2f acc.
Intrinsic Motivation 4.04/1.40 5.54/0.82 15.00 3.34E-04 *** H2g acc.

Usability 63.40/15.73 69.86/10.02 96.50 2.07E-01 - H3 rej.
Usefulness 3.29/1.43 5.83/0.69 4.50 2.10E-05 *** H4 acc.

by presenting information in a well-structured way. P7 especially gave credit to the aspect pane,
which “helped me to easily find information that addressed my personal interest, thus making me
concentrated and engaged.” P5 even reported that “I felt completely immersed in the process, and I did
not even notice that I had recorded so much useful information related to my activity plan.”

6.2 System Usability and Features of PlanHelper
6.2.1 SystemUsability. PlanHelper achieved an SUS rating of𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 69.86 (𝑆𝐷 = 10.02), compared
to the baseline system’s rating of𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 63.40 (𝑆𝐷 = 15.73). In addition, the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test indicated no significant difference between the two systems (𝑊 = 96.50, 𝑝 = 2.07×10−1), which
means the additional features of PlanHelper did not reduce the usability compared to the baseline
system. As such, H3 is rejected.

6.2.2 Usefulness of the Features. Finally, ratings on the overall usefulness demonstrated that
PlanHelper was significantly more useful than the baseline system (𝑊 = 4.50, 𝑝 = 2.10 × 10−5),
which means H4 is accepted. During the interview, users reported that reading the information
with the baseline system was “boring and tiring” (P4, P12-14, P16, P19, P20, P24), although the UI of
the baseline system was “neat, clean and easy to use” (P11, P13, P18, P24).

We further asked participants to evaluate the usefulness of the features of PlanHelper, which is
summarized in Table 6. To grow a deeper understanding of how participants used the features to
construct their activity plans, we further analyzed the use pattern of PlanHelper in section 6.3.1
from our observations and participants’ interviews.

6.2.3 Additional Comments on the Features. This section summarized how PlanHelper features
helped participants construct their activity plans, according to the relevant user comments.

Aspect Driven Categorization. Overall, participants acknowledged that the aspect-driven
approach assisted them a lot in digesting CQA answers. Three participants reported that the
provided aspects were helpful in “suggesting what they should consider when making activity plans”
(P4, P6, P10). Moreover, many participants regarded it as an efficient and novel way to digest
information (P2, P4-6, P9-11, P14-16, P20, P21, P24); some participants even abandoned the way
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Table 6. User ratings on PlanHelper features (Algorithm stands for features developed based on our proposed
Pipeline, while UI and UX stand for User Interface and User Experience based features).

Type Feature Mean S.D.

Algorithm
Answer ranking 5.13 1.45
Similar answers clustering 5.17 1.40
Proposition clustering with aspects 5.88 0.80

UI
Proposition highlighting 5.71 1.23
Aspect coloring 5.71 1.27
Concept overview in aspect pane 5.54 1.10

UX

Editing note pane 5.50 1.29
Show original 5.75 1.15
Sub-aspect listing 5.29 1.40
Undo and redo 4.92 1.44
Download and upload 5.25 1.36

that they did in the baseline system, e.g., using mainly the aspect pane without reading original
answers carefully in PlanHelper (P2, P14). In addition, P20 adopted a unique reading strategy: she
read the propositions in answers aspect-by-aspect with the help of the coloring feature.

List of Propositions of Sub-aspects. Some participants reported that viewing propositions by
sub-aspects had helped them find missed-out information. Based on participants’ reading habits,
such a feature either enabled them to discover information in uncovered aspects/sub-aspects (P2,
P6) or complete relevant information of already-noted aspects/sub-aspects (P12, P16).

Color Propositions by Aspects. Many participants found that coloring propositions and cor-
responding aspects effectively facilitated their reading (P2, P5, P11, P12, P16, P19, P20, P22, P23).
Among them, three participants (P19, P20, P23) reported that colored propositions helped them find
relevant information faster because they read the colored texts instead of the complete answers, and
“the reading burden is reduced” (P19). Furthermore, P19 reported that various colors in the answer
posts had made the system “vivid” and “fun to use”, making her less bored and more engaged using
PlanHelper than the baseline system.

6.3 Behavior During Activity Plan Construction
To facilitate the derivation of the Design Considerations, we observed participants’ behaviors
without interruption during their interaction. We recorded participants’ use patterns of PlanHelper,
their preferences of the system’s features, the time users spent constructing their activity plans,
and any other particular habits worth noting. After the participants finished constructing the
plans, we also asked them to review their use patterns and why they behaved so. We discovered
three different use patterns of the participants’ interaction with PlanHelper (see section 6.3.1) and
concluded three factors that affected the construction time of the activity plans (see section 6.3.2).
Nevertheless, we did not observe any correlation between activity plan construction time and other
recorded factors such as use patterns during the process.

6.3.1 Use Patterns.

Balanced Attention. Around a half of the participants (11/24) put nearly equal attention to the
note pane and the aspect pane of PlanHelper during the activity plan construction. Typical user
behavior was to 1) read the first several answers ranked on the top, then 2) add the propositions
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they were interested in, and finally 3) go over the aspect pane to add more propositions to their
personal need (P6, P12, P16, P17, P22). During the process, some used aspects coloring to help them
quickly go over the answers that ranked low.
Besides this general behavior, three participants (P1, P5, P21) balanced their attention because

they were initially highly interested in the aspect pane but subsequently realized that they were
unlikely to construct a complete activity plan primarily by it. Hence, they later shifted attention to
the note pane and tried to add some propositions from the answer posts. One of them reported
that “I’m quite disappointed by the accuracy of the relationships among aspects, sub-aspects, and
corresponding propositions. Therefore, I had to give up my initial intention of heavily using aspect pane.”
(P1). Another two participants (P18, P23) used the aspect pane as a mere checking tool to ensure all
useful information had been recorded in the note pane. Although they put similar attentions on
both panes, they only added a few propositions with the aspect pane. “I have gone over nearly all
the answers, but I still wanted to make sure I covered all the information I needed.” (P18).

Preferring Note Pane. About one-fourth of the participants (7/24) preferred to use the note
pane rather than the aspect pane, and they spent nearly all their time interacting with the note
pane. Nevertheless, we did not observe a general pattern for this behavior. Some reported that this
was purely a user habit issue: e.g., “It was simply my habit that I did not want to use the aspect pane.”
(P8). P19’s habit included manually adjusting each proposition’s aspect with her own words right
upon adding it to the note pane. She did so even before she viewed the aspect pane or the aspect
overview below each answer, making the provided aspects useless.

Similar to participants with Balanced Attention., those who mainly used the note pane might
have a high expectation towards the accuracy of the aspect pane: “The aspect pane is not accurate
and thus untrustworthy” (P13); “algorithm behind this pane really confused me” (P15).
Another reason could be that the participant had a different set of “aspects” in their mind. P15

also pointed out that he was very demanding of the accuracy of the aspects because otherwise, it
would be pretty hard to convince himself to give up the “aspects in my own mind”.

Preferring Aspect Pane. Another one-fourth of the participants (6/24) preferred to use the
aspect pane over the note pane of PlanHelper. The majority of the participants (P2, P10, P11, P14)
in this style would firstly 1) read one or two answers ranking at the top to get familiar with the
context and then 2) use the aspect pane to find the propositions they wanted. Contrary to some
participants who doubted the accuracy of the aspect pane, participants in this style generally trusted
the algorithm’s accuracy. Therefore, they added most of the propositions from the aspect pane and
used the note pane only as an index to help them find the original location of the propositions
in the answers. “I believed that in the aspect pane, all key information had been extracted”, said P2.
Another supporting reason behind this pattern was to save some efforts extracting information.
P14 even said, “I was just too lazy . . . I would indeed suffer from confusion caused by . . . (imperfect
accuracy and loss of the context) . . . , but this can be mitigated by first adding them to the note pane
and then jumping to their original location (to double-check).”

6.3.2 Time of Activity Plan Construction. We measured participants’ time to construct activity
plans using each system without interrupting or urging them. About half of the participants (11/24)
spent more than 25% of their time constructing activity plans with PlanHelper than the Quora-
like baseline system; another one-fourth (5/24) of the participants spent less than 25% time with
PlanHelper than the baseline system; the last one-third (8/24) spent similar time on both systems.
We interviewed the users at the end of the study and concluded three subjective factors that affected
the time spent in activity plan construction with the two systems: 1) The organized information
on PlanHelper helped some participants digest information faster, thus reducing the time in plan
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construction with PlanHelper. Some participants referred to the structure and categorization of the
aspect pane to organize their notes (P6, P17). 2) The support provided by PlanHelper encouraged
some participants to digest more, thus increasing the time in plan construction with PlanHelper.
With the help of aspects and highlights, some participants spent extra time to ensure they did not
miss anything (P3, P4, P16, P18). “I felt like people have a tendency to process high-quality information
that is well-structured. PlanHelper provided such an excellent pipeline in organizing the information”,
reported P4. 3) In the baseline system, less organized information made people less interested or
patient to read, thus reducing the time in plan construction. Two participants (P4, P16) felt less
motivated to read carefully, missing much detailed information in their notes. Another two (P12,
P18) felt less attentive or even reluctant to read the less-voted posts.

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Design Considerations
In section 6.3, we conducted an in-depth analysis of notable user behavior related to the current
design of PlanHelper. In this subsection, we derived several design considerations (DC’s) from
the analysis results for future works on supporting activity planning with answer posts in CQA
platforms, or more broadly, with online UGC.

7.1.1 Ease the Reading Burdens (DC1). According to our Formative Study, users need to con-
sume sufficient answer posts to develop a satisfactory plan with high confidence. In the baseline
condition, three participants reported that they gave up reading many less-voted posts because
they felt overwhelmed by unrelated or redundant information. In contrast, the PlanHelper system
successfully mitigated this problem by extracting and highlighting the core contents, a method
proven to facilitate material processing and understanding [47, 61]. To make information distillation
from an extensive collection of documents more efficient and less tiresome, PlanHelper allows
participants to locate and understand key points of each answer with the highlighted propositions,
which more than half of the participants (13/24) found useful. PlanHelper also provides multiple
ways to assure users what they have covered (e.g., by marking propositions or checking the aspect
pane), making them more motivated to read [60]. In brief, to support activity plan construction,
the system should process large-volume UGC well to ease the reading burdens of the users.

7.1.2 Support Information Harvesting with Note-Taking (DC2). Harvesting useful information is
not a trivial task for people when they need to construct activity plans [19, 29, 52, 66, 82]. Moreover,
users’ preferences vary; e.g., in our study, some participants preferred practical information (P10,
P14), while others preferred personal experience (P17, P20). Such findings impose higher demands
on supporting users’ note-taking, which is a practical way for people to offload the cognitive
pressure in harvesting information [43, 61]. Following the design suggestions in [29], PlanHelper
supported effective information harvesting via note-taking by allowing users to add notes quickly
and reorganize them via drag-and-drop. With these features, our participants generally acknowl-
edged that PlanHelper had helped them harvest information more effectively. Especially, P7 & P20
seldom took notes during the activity plan construction before but were educated to do so during
the study. They later found it particularly useful.

7.1.3 Avoid “Over-Guidance” by the System (DC3). It is worth noting that two participants thought
that PlanHelper tends to make them ignore the original answers and focus on the highlighted
propositions only. Another participant also expressed the concern that during the activity plan
construction with PlanHelper, users’ mindsets could be constrained by the given aspects. Such
feedback demonstrated the possibility that users may be “over-guided” by PlanHelper to some
extent. Therefore, for future designs of the relevant tools, one should consider what kind of AI
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assistance is appropriate to support information digest. Specifically, as suggested by P24, one
possible solution is to modularize different forms of information summarization support, e.g., to
enable proposition highlights but disable aspect extraction.
In summary, DC1 & DC2 reflect the core expected functionalities desired by users, and DC3

implies the necessity of carefully calibrating issues in the design of Human-AI collaboration.

7.2 Generalizability of PlanHelper
7.2.1 Accommodation of More Diverse UGC Posts. As CQA platforms often contain redundant or
similar question threads, PlanHelper can extend its answer posts input to the “related questions”
threads recommended by the CQA systems themselves [77]. Moreover, in the future, we would
experiment PlanHelper’s generalizability on UGC outside CQA platforms such as forum posts
or blogs. Some participants (P13, P17, P18, P19) mentioned their interests in these platforms as a
complement to CQA content when they plan their activities. Yet we acknowledged the potential
challenges in processing them with our proposed pipeline, as UGC may vary drastically in lengths
and language styles compared to those in CQA platforms.

7.2.2 Compatibility of Other Contexts to Use PlanHelper. The two representative activities we
evaluated in the user study shall demonstrate the effectiveness of PlanHelper for activity plans, as
long as relevant posts contain enough executable suggestions and clear aspects that the pipeline can
summarize. The plan construction process can be conceptualized as a non-programmed decision-
making [65], and PlanHelper aims to assist users in the intelligence (i.e., information collection and
synthesis), design (i.e., generation of alternatives), and choice (i.e., evaluation and selection of an
alternative) stages. Therefore, PlanHelper can be generalized to support other types of decision-
making tasks based on the UGC. Taking TOEFL13 test preparation mentioned by P6: it could involve
aspects such as anxiety, booklet, practice, vocabulary, etc. [54]. The potential sub-aspects of an
aspect, i.e., anxiety, might include the doubt of continuation, time management, anxiety during
tests, etc., which are common for test preparation [45].
In addition to activity plans, PlanHelper might also be helpful to organize posts related to

questions that asked for opinions. One participant (P21) specifically mentioned that PlanHelper
might help her synthesize opinions on specific social issues, e.g., whether mandatory vaccination is
morally justified. She suggested that the relevant aspects could be public health, personal freedom,
and economic impact. Questions in these domains generally attract answers with arguments from
various viewpoints, which many CQA readers may find inspiring. In this case, users can pin the
insightful arguments among the answer posts listed in the “answer pane” to the “note pane” while
enjoying an overview of the viewpoints in the “aspect pane”. Although the inherent difference in
language choices and features may require additional tuning on the model, it also suggests the
potential compatibility of the text processing pipeline in other contexts from a conceptual view.

7.3 Contributions to CQA
The thriving of the mainstream CQA platforms is based on the crowdsourced intelligence of the
community members. With our proposed text processing pipeline and the associated “proposition
— sub-aspect — aspect” data structure, PlanHelper has demonstrated its capabilities in significantly
improving readers’ experience in constructing activity plans. Apart from the readers, the platform
stakeholders and the writers may also benefit from this data structure. For CQA platforms, the
answer post ranking mechanisms could utilize our proposed structure to support more effective
information digestion. With the extracted propositions and summarized sub-aspects & aspects,
the platforms could recommend less redundant information to prevent users from getting bored.
13https://www.ets.org/toefl/
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For the writers on CQA platforms, such a structure is also useful for providing a comprehensive
overview of the question thread before they write. In this way, they can focus more on the rarely
addressed aspects and refrain from writing repetitive content.

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this section, we examined the limitations of our study and summarized the future work based
on the study results and the following discussion.

8.1 Study Settings
In our Formative Study and User Study, the participants are mainly young adults (age range 19-
30) and such demographic distributions may introduce some bias. More studies on diverse user
groups could be applied to improve the accessibility and inclusiveness of the PlanHelper and even
the common settings of mainstream CQA platforms. Furthermore, the selection of activities (and
subsequently question threads) may be another source of bias. Although the selection was based
on Formative Study results and considered representative, we would like to also experiment with
our system on other activities and CQA questions for future work. It may further evaluate the
generalizability of our CQA answer post processing pipeline and the system.

8.2 Human Effort Engaged in Threads Coding
Despite the high automation in the proposed pipeline, human effort was still involved in the
proposition labeling process [37, 79]. Such human efforts were inevitable as to our best knowledge,
no existing CQA corpora could fulfill the requirements. While we acknowledged the cold-start
problem of PlanHelper, we addressed the scalability issue in the following two directions.
For the activity with pre-labeled propositions, our pipeline is capable to be scaled to a large

number of the relevant CQA posts with no further proposition labeling, as the model (section 4.3.2)
is already trained to identify the proposition structures. In case of encountering outlier propositions,
human-in-the-loop tuning can be adopted to refine the model to enhance the performance.
We also foresaw PlanHelper’s potential scalability to a larger range of activities. The training

dataset can be derived from existing corpora or crowdsourcing methods. Transfer learning [55]
may be also experimented to adapt the pre-trained model of one activity to another.

8.3 Future Work
Apart from extending the user study to broader coverage of question threads & user groups (section
8.1) and minimizing the reliance on manual coding (section 8.2), we would like to present more
insightful directions for future work.

8.3.1 Generalizing the Pipeline. One main contribution of our work is the “proposition — sub-
aspect — aspect” structure from the characteristics of non-factoid CQA [66] threads and the pipeline
to mine such structure. Thus, it would be interesting to see how it can be applied in other logically
interconnected but loosely structured UGC beyond CQA posts. Apart from the suggestions for
planning daily activities, future work can also look into how the structure can be applied to other
contexts such as opinion sharing mentioned in section 7.2.2.

8.3.2 Mining Multimodal Content. Since UGC allows a large degree of freedom in modality [27, 66],
future work can investigate the incorporation of multimodal analysis in supporting the information
extraction and organization on CQA platforms. Specifically, in the future, PlanHelper could be
designed to cover the comments sections, multimedia (e.g., images), and different formats set by
the author (e.g., bold & italic) on CQA platforms. Such information often tends to complete the
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context or help the author convey and emphasize ideas [82]. We have identified several algorithmic
attempts [27, 64, 68], but fewer on related HCI venues.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented PlanHelper, a proof-of-concept supporting tool to help users of CQA
platforms to construct their activity plans. Based on the Formative Study results, we proposed an
NLP pipeline to process the unstructured answer posts on the CQA platforms, and an interactive
interface on top. A within-subject user study showed that PlanHelper significantly improved
users’ satisfaction level and engagement during the activity plan construction process compared
to the Quora-like interface. We further concluded use patterns of PlanHelper during the activity
plan construction process to grow a deeper understanding of how participants interacted with
PlanHelper. We summarized design considerations based on our user study, providing insights for
the future work to design and build activity plan supporting tools like PlanHelper.
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